Chapter 4
Random boundary condition for
efficient gradient computation
In this chapter I describe how to reconcile the computational requirements of 3D
Waveform Inversion (WI) with the constraints of modern computational capabilities. Computational requirements can be divided into floating-point capabilities and
non-floating-point capabilities, where non-floating-point capabilities mainly include
memory size and disc access speed. With respect to the growth of seismic data and
model size, recent hardware developments have resulted in dramatic increases in computational power, yet only moderate increase in memory size and disc access speed.
This relatively asymmetrical growth makes memory size and disc access speed the
bottleneck of quite a few modern 3D seismic data algorithms, with 3D waveform
inversion being one of them. The limitation arises during the gradient calculation
steps, where, using conventional algorithms, at least one 4D wavefield volume needs
to be saved for the calculation. Random boundary conditions (Clapp, 2009) can be
used to avoid the need for saving the 4D wavefield. The random boundary condition
achieves this in Reverse Time Migration (RTM) imaging by making it possible to
generate time-reversible wavefields that are incoherently scattered from the boundary region. More specifically, the velocity model is padded with boundary regions
of random velocity values, with reflecting boundary condition used at the edges of
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the boundary regions. Such boundary design e↵ectively scatters coherent wavefronts,
while preserve energy during the wave-propagation. The energy preservation guarantees the time-reversibility of the wave propagation. By first propagating the receiver
wavefield from maximum time to zero, then simultaneously propagating it with the
source wavefield from zero to maximum time, the imaging condition can be applied on
the fly and wavefield storing is avoided. In addition to avoiding saving the wavefields,
the incoherent nature of the reflections o↵ the random boundary results in random
correlations when the imaging condition is applied, with little to no degradation of
the final image. Since the computational process employed in RTM is similar to the
one used in waveform inversion gradient calculation, the same random boundary condition can be used in gradient calculation to avoid saving 4D wavefields. However,
compared with reverse time migration, the lower frequency data used in waveform
inversion makes the random boundary for RTM less e↵ective, leading to undesired
artifacts in the gradient. I mitigate the problem by designing random boundaries that
are particularly e↵ective for low-frequency wave propagation. This boundary condition uses larger, irregularly-shaped zones of randomized velocities that are e↵ective
in introducing incoherency in wavefronts at a large range of wavelengths. I compare
this boundary condition to alternative implementations in both forward modeling and
synthetic data WI applications.

BACKGROUND
Due to the large size of the problem, memory size and disk I/O speed have become
a universal bottleneck for 3D WI. Conventional way of gradient calculation in WI
requires saving at least one wavefield (Algorithm 2). In reality, a typical field data
inversion will easily have a model of at least 500 grid points in x, y and z directions.
The recorded data will easily have at least 2000 time samples. This translate into
a 4D wavefield of at least 500 GB. A 4D wavefield of this size cannot be held in
memory, and must instead be written to disk and read back in when needed. The
I/O cost associated with disk reading/writing greatly increases the overall run time
of the algorithm, making it computationally inefficient.
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This I/O cost can be avoided by using a random boundary condition (Clapp,
2009), by forming the gradient on the fly and avoiding having to save the 4D wavefield. random boundary of a fixed size becomes less e↵ective in generating incoherent
reflections as the temporal frequency decreases. In other words, lower frequency wavefields mandate larger boundary regions if we are to use the same random boundary
scheme. For WI, if we can keep the size of the random boundary approximately the
same as that used in RTM, the computational efficiency will be greatly improved by
avoiding the I/O cost associated with transferring wavefields. In this chapter, I introduce a redesign of the random boundary to keep the boundary region small, while
maintaining its e↵ectiveness with low-frequency wave propagation.
In RTM applications, random boundary conditions result in good final images
(Clapp, 2009), whereas continuation of velocity (constant velocity in the boundary
regions) gives rise to artifacts in the final image. RTM image calculation is similar to
WI gradient calculation. Hence, continuation of velocity is expected to yield strong
artifacts for a single iteration of WI. However, because WI performs many iterations
of synthetic data generation and residual estimation, the e↵ect of using di↵erent
boundary conditions are not necessarily the same as they are on migration/imaging.
This will be investigated later in the chapter.
This chapter is organized as follows: first, I compare WI gradient calculation
algorithms using di↵erent boundary conditions. Then, I discuss the boundary design.
Next, I demonstrate the e↵ectiveness of the new scheme using a forward modeling
example, and last I compare the e↵ectiveness of di↵erent boundary conditions using
synthetic WI examples.

GRADIENT CALCULATION
As mentioned previously, WI gradient calculation is similar to RTM image forming.
Hence, WI gradient calculation with di↵erent boundary conditions can be realized
following similar approaches used for RTM image forming (Clapp, 2009). The pseudocode of the gradient calculation using the absorbing boundary condition is seen in
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Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Pseudo code of gradient calculation using absorbing BC
for is = 1, ns do
1. Forward wavefield propagation to generate modeled data and record source
wavefield;
2. Calculation of data residual using recorded data and modeled data;
3. Reverse-time propagation of residual data to correlate residual wavefield with
source wavefield and generate gradient;
end for

The pseudo-code of the gradient calculation using the time-reversible boundary
condition (random boundary condition and continuation of velocity) is in algorithm
3.
Algorithm 3 Pseudo code of gradient calculation using time-reversible BC
for is = 1, ns do
1. Forward wavefield propagation using absorbing boundary to generate modeled
data without recording wavefield;
2. Forward wavefield propagation using random boundary, recording last two
time slices of source wavefield;
3. Calculation of data residual using recorded data and modeled data;
4. Reverse time propagation of residual data and source wavefield using random
boundary, generating gradient on the fly;
end for

These pseudo-code clearly shows how the random and continuation-of-velocity
boundary conditions eliminate almost all I/O cost associated with wavefield storage
and transfer, at the expense of two extra wavefield propagation per iteration. This
new scheme is particularly attractive for 3D applications.

BOUNDARY DESIGN
Spatial randomness in a velocity boundary has di↵erent e↵ects at di↵erent temporal
frequencies. Because lower-frequency signals have longer wavelengths, the e↵ective
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speed at which such signals travel is the average of the random velocity within the
distance roughly equal to the dominant wavelength of the signals. This averaging
e↵ect makes velocity fields of the same spatial randomness appear less random than
if higher-frequency signals were propagated. This can be easily understood by taking the extreme case: zero frequency has infinite wavelength, so it sees a random
boundary as a constant velocity, no matter what spatial randomness it has. To reduce the averaging e↵ect of a random velocity field in the presence of a low-frequency
signal, the spatial scale of randomness needs to be adjusted according to the signal
frequency. Lower frequency signals require a larger spatial scale of randomness. In
the numerical world, this means several adjacent cells in the velocity model share the
same velocity value, making the fundamental building blocks (grains) of the random
velocity anomalies bigger than single cells. As grains become bigger than a single
cell, two adjustable parameters become important in determining the e↵ectiveness of
such random boundaries.

The first parameter is the size of grains. Single cell random boundary design is
e↵ective in RTM applications (Clapp, 2009). But at lower frequencies, the corresponding longer wavelength dictates grains of bigger size, if we are to scatter the coherent
wavefront e↵ectively. One way of determine the grain size of random boundaries for
low frequency applications is:
llowfreq ⇡

lowfreq

lRT M =

lowfreq

RTM

=

RTM

fRTM
,
flowfreq

(4.1)

where lRTM and llowfreq are the e↵ective length of the random velocity grains in the
RTM and low frequency applications,

RTM

and

lowfreq

are the dominant wavelength

in the RTM and the low frequency modeling/inversion applications that use the random boundary conditions, fRTM and flowfreq are the corresponding dominant frequencies.

The second parameter is the shape of the grains, the easiest implementation of
which is cubic, with side lengths equal to the e↵ective length lgrain (Figure 4.1 c).
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Although this works much better than a single-cell random velocity grain, its effectiveness is diminished by its regular shape. To further increase the randomness
of reflected and scattered wavefields, I propose randomly shaped grains (Figure 4.1
d) in place of cubic grains. Randomly shaped grains act as irregular interfaces between random velocity grains, scattering coherent wavefronts more e↵ectively. This
e↵ectiveness will be demonstrated in the modeling example later in the chapter.
I generate randomly shaped grains as follows: first, I assign random velocity
values to seed points, which are the every j-th points in the boundary region, where j
is the e↵ective grain side length. Then the remaining points gets velocity values from
their neighboring seed points, in a random fashion based on their proximity to their
neighboring seed points. The details are described in Algorithm 4
This process ensures that the closer an empty point is to a neighboring seed point,
the more likely the empty point will be assigned the random velocity value of the seed
point. Such likelihood based on spatial proximity results in the irregular shape of the
random velocity grain that forms around each seed point, and the pseudo random
numbers generated from the continuous uniform distribution within (0,1) allows the
e↵ective length of randomly shaped grains to equal to the a cubic grain with side
length of j points. The randomly shaped grains will also have volumes or grain sizes
similar to the cubic grains. Its random shape will scatter coherent wavefields more
e↵ectively than the cubic shaped grains. This will be shown in the next section,
where I compare forward modeling results using the redesigned random boundaries
and other boundary conditions.

MODELING EXAMPLES
To illustrate the idea, I show examples of acoustic modeling using constant velocity
fields with random boundaries of di↵erent grain size and shape. Each example is
compared with a constant boundary condition, where wavefields propagate through
boundary regions that have the same velocity values as the inner region. In addition,
I use reflecting boundary conditions (zero-value) whenever wavefields reach the end
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Algorithm 4 Pseudo code of random boundary generation
define j as the e↵ective side length of randomly shaped grains
define seed point as every j-th point in the boundary in all spatial directions
define empty point as the non-seed point in the boundary region
for every seed point (xs , ys , zs ) do
Assign random velocity value to it
end for
for every empty point with discrete coordinate (xe , ye , ze ), assume xs  xe < xs+1 ,
ys  ye < ys+1 , zs  ze < zs+1 , where s and s+1 denote two spatially adjacent seed
point do
generate random numbers px , py , pz independently
where px ⇠ U (0, 1), py ⇠ U (0, 1), pz ⇠ U (0, 1)
SWITCH (px , py , pz )
case px  (xe xs )/dx, py  (ye ys )/dy, pz  (ze zs )/dz
V (xe , ye , ze ) = V (xs+1 , ys+1 , zs+1 )
case px  (xe xs )/dx, py  (ye ys )/dy, pz > (ze zs )/dz
V (xe , ye , ze ) = V (xs+1 , ys+1 , zs )
case px  (xe xs )/dx, py > (ye ys )/dy, pz > (ze zs )/dz
V (xe , ye , ze ) = V (xs+1 , ys , zs )
case px  (xe xs )/dx, py > (ye ys )/dy, pz  (ze zs )/dz
V (xe , ye , ze ) = V (xs+1 , ys , zs+1 )
case px > (xe xs )/dx, py  (ye ys )/dy, pz  (ze zs )/dz
V (xe , ye , ze ) = V (xs , ys+1 , zs+1 )
case px > (xe xs )/dx, py  (ye ys )/dy, pz > (ze zs )/dz
V (xe , ye , ze ) = V (xs , ys+1 , zs )
case px > (xe xs )/dx, py > (ye ys )/dy, pz > (ze zs )/dz
V (xe , ye , ze ) = V (xs , ys , zs )
case px > (xe xs )/dx, py > (ye ys )/dy, pz  (ze zs )/dz
V (xe , ye , ze ) = V (xs , ys , zs+1 )
END SWITCH
end for
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Figure 4.1: Velocity with di↵erent boundary regions: a) constant velocity ; b) cubic
grains with 20 m side length ; c) cubic grains with 200 m side length; d) randomly
shaped grains with 200 m e↵ective length. [ER] chap4/. velview
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of each boundary region. The entire velocity field, including the boundary regions,
is 6000 meters in x,y and z, with the same 20-meter spacing used in all directions.
Boundary regions are 1000 meters (50 grid points) in each direction, and either the
velocity is constant throughout the region, or velocity values are random with di↵erent
grain sizes and shapes. In the inner region of the velocity fields, the velocity is constant
at 3 km/s; in the boundary regions the velocity is at least 1.5 km/s and no greater
than 4.2 km/s, due to stability considerations. Two types of grain shapes are used
in random boundaries, as shown in Figure 4.1: cubic grains with two di↵erent side
lengths: 20 m (1 grid point ) and 200 m (10 grid points), and randomly shaped grains
with e↵ective lengths of 200 m (10 grid points). 3D modeling is used for all examples,
but for display purposes, I only show 2D slices of 3D velocities and wavefields.
Figure 4.2 shows wavefields at 3.5 seconds, using a point source with a peak
frequency of 6 Hz in velocity fields with the di↵erent boundary regions mentioned in
Figure 4.1. At 3.5 seconds, the source wavefields have propagated well beyond the
random boundary regions, and start to reflect back into the model. The left column of
Figure 4.2i shows 2D slices of the wavefield using one realization of each velocity. For
a 6 Hz peak frequency (which is typical in waveform inversion), a random boundary
with small grain size is only slightly better than constant velocity. In this case, the
dominant wavelength is 500 m, and only when grain size becomes comparable to the
dominant wavelength does the wavefield start to appear random. However, there are
some low-frequency residuals remaining in the images using big cubic grains. The
right column of Figure 4.2i shows a stacked wavefield of the same source and record
time using 16 di↵erent realizations of random boundaries, revealing the coherent
low-frequency artifacts from using di↵erent boundary conditions. It is now obvious
that the low-frequency residuals are evidence of poor performance from using big
cubic grains. The regular shape of these cubic grains cannot scatter certain incident
wavefronts, thus leaving coherent energy at these angles. Randomly shaped grains,
on the other hand, scatter those low-frequency components quite well. This can be
seen in the wavenumber domain amplitude spectrum of these wavefields (Figure 4.2
ii), where the randomly shaped grains reduce lower-wavenumber components much
more e↵ectively than cubic grains.
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i

ii

Figure 4.2: Space-domain and wave-number-domain wavefield snapshots at 3.5 seconds for a point source with 6 Hz peak frequency in velocity fields with di↵erent random boundary conditions. The left panel shows space-domain wavefield snapshots;
the right panel shows the corresponding wave-number-domain amplitude spectrum.
The left column of each panel shows one realization of velocity with a) constant velocity, b) cubic grains with 20 m side length, c) cubic grains with 200 m side length,
and d) randomly shaped grains with e↵ective length 200 m. The right column shows
average wavefields using 16 realizations of velocity with e) constant velocity, f) cubic
grains with 20 m side length, g) cubic grains with 200 m side length, and h) randomly
shaped grains with 200 m e↵ective length. [ER] chap4/. wvmvboth
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SYNTHETIC WI

In this section, I use the 2D Marmousi velocity model to compare WI results with
absorbing boundary conditions and the various boundary conditions shown in the
previous modeling example. The true velocity model (Figure 4.3 a) is a modified
version of the 2D Marmousi model, with 12-meter spacing in both x and z. The
starting model (Figure 4.3 b) is a smoothed version of the true model. The survey
geometry simulates fixed-spread land acquisition. A total of 60 shots are used with
84 m shot spacing, and the source wavelet has a peak frequency of 7 Hz. The sources
are further low-cut at 3 Hz to simulate a realistic frequency band of marine seismic
data.
Five types of boundary conditions are used in the comparison, all of which have
the same boundary region size of 480 m (40 grid points) in each direction, with
the same 12m spacing as that of the interior model. The first one is the standard
absorbing boundary condition, where wavefields gets absorbed once they entered the
boundary. All the other four types have reflecting boundary conditions (zero-value)
whenever wavefields reach the end of each boundary region. None of the four have any
attenuation within the boundary. In the continuation-of-velocity boundary condition
(Figures 4.3 a and b), velocity is extended out as constant from the value of the model
edge points. The next three types are all random boundary conditions with di↵erent
grain sizes and shapes. All three have the same velocity range, from 600m/s to
4600m/s. The three types of random grains are: single cell cubic grain with side length
12 m (1 grid point); multiple cell cubic grain with side length 60m (5 grid points); and
multi-cell randomly shaped grains with e↵ective lengths of 60 m (5 grid points) (Figure
4.3 c). Figure 4.3 a shows the true model in the interior, with continuation of velocity
in the boundary region, figure 4.3 b shows the starting model in the interior, with
continuation of velocity in the boundary region, and figure 4.3 c shows the starting
model in the interior, with multi-cell, randomly shaped grains in the boundary region.
Next, I first compare gradients obtained using the di↵erent boundary conditions. I
then compare WI results using the di↵erent boundary conditions.
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Figure 4.3: Di↵erent velocity models with di↵erent boundary regions: a) true velocity
with continuation of velocity in the boundary region; b) starting velocity with continuation of velocity in the boundary region; c) starting velocity with big randomly
shaped grains in the boundary region. [ER] chap4/. vmod
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Gradients comparison
Figure 4.4 shows gradients of the first inversion iteration using the di↵erent boundary
conditions. Due to the similarity between gradient calculation and RTM image calculation, it is expected that a coarse grained random boundary for low-frequency data
gradient calculation would perform as well as a conventional random boundary does
for an RTM image. Indeed, it can be seen that using a random boundary condition
with big, randomly shaped grains gives a good gradient that is very similar to the ones
obtained using an absorbing boundary condition, except for the usual strong amplitudes near source locations. The gradients calculated using the other time-reversible
boundary conditions, on the other hand, have some artifacts from reflections in the
boundary region. More specifically, the continuation of velocity results in the most
artifacts, fine grain random boundary slightly reduces the artifacts by introducing
smoothed randomness in the boundary region, and the cubic grain random boundary
further reduces the artifacts by reducing the smoothing e↵ect. These di↵erences are
particularly obvious throughout the shallow region (Red circles in Figure 4.4).

Inversion comparison
Figure 4.5 shows inversion results using di↵erent boundary conditions, where each
results is after a total of 160 iterations. For the three inversion results using random
boundaries with di↵erent grain size/shape, incoherent artifacts in the gradients are
further randomized by using a di↵erent realization of the random boundaries for each
iteration. Inversion results from the proposed random boundary condition and the
absorbing boundary condition are very similar. Such similarity can also be found
in the results from using other time-reversible boundary conditions. The main differences, or the artifacts, show up in the side and bottom parts of the model (Red
circles in Figure 4.5). This is understandable, since most parts of the model are well
illuminated by the survey, and any artifacts in those areas are suppressed by the
data-fitting goal. Only in places where data-fitting constraints are relatively weak
do artifacts show up. Such areas include the edge of the model, where cmp fold is
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Figure 4.4: First-iteration gradient of WI using: a) absorbing boundary condition; b)
continuation of velocity in the boundary region; c) random boundary of cubic grains
with 12 m side length; d) random boundary of cubic grains with 60 m side length;
e) random boundary of randomly shaped grain with 60 m e↵ective length. [ER]
chap4/. gradcomp
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small, as well as the bottom of the model, where data amplitudes are very weak. On
the other hand, the strong artifacts in the shallow part in the early iterations are not
observed in the final inversion results. In contrast to the gradient comparison using
di↵erent boundary conditions where the first gradients tend to have strong artifacts
in shallow regions, inversion results tend to have artifacts where the model is not
well-illuminated by the survey.

CONCLUSIONS
Large grain size in a random boundary condition is e↵ective for low-frequency data,
and randomly shaped grains work better than regularly shaped grains. Applying
such frequency-matched boundary conditions to WI yields inversion results that are
almost as good as the absorbing boundary conditions that are the current industry
standard, especially in areas with relatively strong data constraints (e.g., high cmp
fold). Computation wise, using random boundaries avoids saving big volumes of
wavefields to disk, and the associated I/O cost with disk reading/writing. This greatly
improves overall computational efficiency.
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Figure 4.5: WI inversion results using: a) absorbing boundary condition; b) continuation of velocity in the boundary region; c) random boundary of cubic grains
with 12 m side length; d) random boundary of cubic grains with 60 m side length;
e) random boundary of randomly shaped grain with 60 m e↵ective length. [CR]
chap4/. vinvcomp

